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PERTH AND KINROSS COUNCIL 
 

Licensing Committee – 12 July 2012 
 

LIMIT ON TAXI NUMBERS IN PERTH 
 

Report by Head of Legal Services 
 

ABSTRACT 
This report outlines the findings and recommendations of a recent survey of demand 
for taxis in Perth and proposes that the limit of seventy taxis for Perth City should 
remain unchanged. 

 
1 RECOMMENDATION 
 
1.1 It is recommended that the Committee: 
 

(i) Notes the findings of the survey carried out by the Transport Research 
Institute at Napier University; 

(ii) Agrees that the current limit of seventy taxi operator licences granted 
by the Council for the area of Perth remains unchanged; 

 
2  BACKGROUND 
 
2.1  In terms of Section 10(3) of the Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982, an 

application for the grant of a taxi licence may be refused by a licensing 
authority for the purpose of limiting the number of taxis in respect of which 
licences are granted by them if, but only if, they are satisfied that there is no 
significant demand for the services of taxis in their area which is unmet.  The 
Council currently limits the number of taxi operator licences for the Perth City 
to seventy. 

 
2.2 A survey of whether there is any significant unmet demand for taxi services in 

the Perth area was carried out in January and February 2012. The survey was 
carried out by the Transport Research Institute at Napier University according 
to current best practice in this field. The survey is based on rank observation 
and a public survey.   

 
2.3 The survey concludes that there is no significant unmet demand for taxi 

services in Perth. A copy of the survey is attached at Appendix One.  
   
3  PROPOSALS 
 
 As the survey concludes that there is no significant unmet demand for taxi 

services in Perth at this time, it is proposed that the current limit on the 
number of taxi operator licences granted by the Council for Perth City remains 
unchanged. 
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 The proposal will have the effect of continuing the current limit on the number 
of taxi operator licences within Perth until such time as a further review is 
carried out.  

  
4  CONSULTATION 
 
 The survey has been based on rank observations and a public survey within 

Perth.  
 
5 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS 
 

There are no resource implications arising from this report. The cost of any 
future surveys and officer time in considering further proposals will be met 
from fee income.   

 
6 COUNCIL CORPORATE PLAN OBJECTIVES 2009-2012 

 
The Council’s Corporate Plan 2009-2012 lays out five Objectives which 
provide clear strategic direction, inform decisions at a corporate and service 
level and shape resources allocation.  This report impacts on the following 
objectives: 

 
(i) A Safe, Secure and Welcoming Environment 
(iii) A Prosperous, Sustainable and Inclusive Economy 

 
7 EQUALITIES ASSESSMENT 
 

The function, policy, procedure or strategy presented in this report was 
considered under the Corporate Equalities Assessment Framework and the 
determination was made that the items summarised in this report do not 
require further assessment as they do not have an impact on people’s 
wellbeing. 
 

8 STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
 

The plan, programme or strategy presented in this report was considered 
under the Environmental Assessment (Scotland) Act 2005 and the 
determination was made that the items summarised in this report do not 
require further action as they do not qualify as a plan, programme or strategy 
as defined by the Act. 
 

9 CONCLUSION 
 

Following receipt of a survey which concludes that there is no significant 
unmet demand for taxis in Perth, it is recommended that the current limit of 70 
taxis for Perth City remain unchanged.  

 
 

IAN INNES 
Head of Legal Services 
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Note: Disclaimer regarding background papers  
 

No background papers, as defined by Section 50D of the 
Local Government (Scotland) Act 1973 (other than any 
containing confidential or exempt information) were relied 
on to any material extent in preparing the above report. 

 
Contact Officer:  Sarah Rodger, Legal Manager, Ext 75177 
    Email: srodger@pkc.gov.uk 
 
Address of Service:  Council Building, 2 High Street, PERTH, PH1 5PH 
 
Date of Report:  20 June 2012 
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Perth and Blairgowrie Taxi Demand Study 2012  
FINAL REPORT 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Completed by the Transport Research Institute,  
Edinburgh Napier University 
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The TRI Taxi Studies Group has been commissioned by Perth and Kinross Council 

(PKC - the Authority) to undertake a review of taxi services in Perth, and separately in 

Blairgowrie. The study focused on the demand for taxis and allows for identification of 

optimal conditions for taxi supply, and is consistent with the requirements set out in the 

Civic Government (Scotland) Act 1982 (CGSA) and Best Practice Guidance (BPG) 

issued by the Scottish Government.  

 

We have summarised the background to demand studies, the methodologies we have 

used and our conclusions in this document, with a full description set out in our main 

report. Statistical analyses and copies of the surveys used are included in the 

appendices.  

  

The overall demand for taxi services in Perth and Blairgowrie is well catered for by the 

existing fleet, with an ISUD value measured in Perth of ISUD = 10.8. Given that the 

threshold for Significant Unmet Demand is generally considered to be ISUD = 80, it is 

possible to conclude that Perth is not negative affected by the current policies of licence 

control. On the basis of our analysis we would conclude that the overall market for taxi 

services operates well and result in low levels of unmet demand. In line with current best 

practice we do not recommend a change to the current licensing policy, nor a need to 

increase numbers of licenses in the city, nor in Blairgowrie. 

  

We do consider, however, that taxi supply is affected by a number of factors, including 

stance design, differences in market demand and the use of specific vehicle types. In 

light of a wider analysis we would recommend a number of steps that would further 

optimise the market for taxis in Perth. 

  

In respect of the supply of taxi stances we would recommend the council consider 

provision of additional permanent spaces on South Street to the west of The Loft 

nightclub, and renewal of street markings at all stance locations.  

11
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In respect to the needs of disabled taxi users we recomend that disability awareness 

training be highlighted and indicated as appropriate to drivers and fleet owners.  

  

We would also underline the need for a sufficient number of Wheelchair Accessible 

Taxis (WATs) to be available. Whilst our measurement does not indicate the current 

supply is insufficient, it is also apparent that wheelchair users tailor journeys around pre-

booking and known companies rather than having a wider and more equitable use of 

taxis. We would recommend the council considers pro-active measures to encourage 

supply of WATs. This should, in our view, be accompanied by a review of the vehicle 

types considered to be accessible. 
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 The Taxi Studies Group has undertaken a series of assessments consistent with  

current Best Practice Guidance (BPG) to provide a measure of taxi demand in  

the City of Perth, and the neighbouring community in Blairgowrie. The approach  

adopted applies both current tools measuring unmet demand and a spatially  

based model addressing location and market issues described in subsequent  

sections. Our reporting includes a review of demand in Blairgowrie set out in a  

technical report specific to the town, methodological approach and results,  

included in this report. 

  

 Our work is based on three strands of enquiry: a review of demand patterns  

over time, observed demand for taxi services, and a review of the physical  

conditions in which services are supplied. The combination of these elements  

allow for a conclusion of the appropriate levels of supply, and the ability of the  

current fleet and infrastructure to support this. 

  

The nature of the taxi market is influenced by a variety of factors, the most  

common discussions related to the extent of control applied to the industry.  

Regulation may be applied to the quality of vehicles, including the controls  

applied to vehicle testing and vehicle safety; to economic controls applied to the  

industry including maximum fares chargeable; and to the issuance of licenses,  

including quantity caps. Of these three regulatory domains (Quantity, Quality  

and Economic controls - QQE), restrictions applied to quantity of licenses has  

seen the greatest amount of discussion. Under current legislation, the Civic  

Government (Scotland) Act 1982, an authority may restrict license numbers to a  

defined maximum provided the authority is able to demonstrate that any such  

restraint does not result in a negative impact on the users of taxis. The  

application of restraint must, therefore, follow a market analysis of the impacts of  

controls thus applied. Tests have resulted and are subject to a significant range  

of case law and BPG including that from the Department for Transport (DfT),  

2006, 2010; and the Scottish Government. Additional consideration of the  

market is given in the Equality Act, specific to the supply of accessible vehicles,  
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discussed in subsequent sections of this report. 

  

Our analysis, set out in this report, includes a review consistent with the current  

state of practice and BPG, commonly described as an Index of Significant  

Unmet Demand (ISUD), but extends to consider the wider issues of market  

supply, described in subsequent sections. The current "standard" analysis,  

ISUD, is most commonly expressed as a citywide value and applied in  

comparison with other authorities. Comparative ISUD values under ISUD = 80  

have been upheld as indicating appropriate levels of supply in a given location.  

  

The Perth value of ISUD = 10.8, measured in spring 2012, suggests that current  

fleet numbers are appropriate to demand in Perth and Blairgowrie, and we  

describe this calculation below. Recent BPG also extends this analysis to place  

emphasis on the supply of services at peak times and to latent demand, the  

latter referring to demand for services that may be hidden or restrained,  

including that for accessible taxis. We consider the nature of hidden and  

accessible demand in our subsequent analysis. 

 

  

���� � �!�"��������"#�$%���!���"��&#������&��
  

The review distinguishes between patterns of demand over time, and the  

individual needs of passengers on using taxi services in Perth and Blairgowrie.  

Changing patterns of demand reflect the various peaks and troughs in taxi use,  

with the most common peak experienced late at night over the weekend,  

reflecting peaks in entertainment and an associated restraint in private car use.  

Peaks in demand occur as a result of increased demand for use, but may also  

occur where a proportion of the fleet are engaged elsewhere, as may be the  

case during school transport hours. The market for taxi use is further affected by  

the physical facilities associated with its supply. This relates to the physical  

location of the taxi stance, but will also relate to the physical facilities and  

design, as well as appropriate locations for drop off. 
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We have used two survey techniques in our work; questionnaire surveys  

amongst members of the public and the taxi trade; and focused interviews of  

key stakeholders. We have also attended accessibility awareness training  

organised by the Perth and Kinross Access Group (PKAG). 

  

  

��'� �$#��(�$��� �!�"��
  

Observable demand relates to the demand for taxi services that may be  

identified through a review of taxi use and supply. The concept forms the  

mainstay of the majority of taxi analyses, and is typically reported as an Index of  

Significant unmet Demand (ISUD). Observable demand is not limited to the  

movement of vehicles on ranks, but also includes the patterns of hires through  

hailing and pre-booking. The measurement has been the subject of review on a  

number of occasions and is included in recommendations of current best  

practice. 

   

We have applied a common SUD methodology in calculating the impacts of  

supply on observable demand, resulting in ISUD values across the city, and for  

each rank. This includes the use of both video data capture at ranks, and survey  

questionnaire. The calculation of ISUD values is described in more detail in  

section 2, below. 

  

  

��)�� *�%#�����
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A further strand of our review relates to the physical conditions in which taxi  

services are provided. We have approached this review by defining a mapping  

base for detailed analysis. Current rank provision, physical conditions and  

infrastructure have been entered onto an Ordnance Survey mapping base using  
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Quantum GIS, a proprietary Geographical Information System (GIS). GIS allows  

for the identification of physical characteristics of locations, as point or area  

information, using layers of information to build up a detailed picture of the  

operational characteristics of a location. In our analysis we have defined layers  

specific to rank location; trip use, including taxi trip generation data from the  

pedestrian surveys detailed in subsequent sections, and zones of influence for  

each rank location. Specific issues associated with individual ranks have been  

identified using the GIS tool, as well as identification of areas where ranks may  

be appropriate for further development (gaps analysis), and the impact of any  

changes at current rank locations. 
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The most common measurements applied to analysis of the taxi market relate to  

the ability of taxi providers to respond to the demand for services. Current  

practice typically relates to the definition of an Index of Significant Unmet  

Demand (ISUD) and it is this value that has been most commonly applied to taxi  

surveys in Scotland. The requirement to undertake a taxi survey arises as a  

consequence of legislation relating to taxi licence restrictions set out in the Civic  

Government (Scotland) Act 1982 (CGSA). The measurement is broadly  

consistent with legislation applied to England and Wales. There is no similar  

legislation applied to Northern Ireland.  

  

The 1982 Act includes an implicit requirement to test under its section  

addressing Entry Role Restrictions, which states: 

  

“the grant of a taxi licence may be refused by a licensing authority for the  

purpose of limiting the number of taxis in respect of which licences are granted  

by them if, but only if, they are satisfied that there is no significant demand for  

the services of taxis in their area which is unmet". 

  

The Scottish Government “Taxi and Private Hire Car Licensing Best Practice  

Guidance for Licensing Authorities” (BPG) includes guidance (s43 - 61) specific  

to quantity restrictions of taxi licences. Quantity restriction is one of three  

controls that may be applied to the taxi market, the others being Quality control  

and Economic  Regulation (QQE). Quantity restraint relates to the practice of  

placing a limit on the number of taxi licences that may be issued in a location,  

effectively a cap in the supply of services. Licence caps are allowed in relation  

to the supply of Hackney Carriages (taxis able to ply for hire and pick up on  

street). The same restraint may not be applied to Private Hire Cars (PHVs),  

17
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PHVs being subject to quality and some economic control. 

 

Quantity control courts a variety of opinion, with best practice guidance  

providing a level of analysis to ensure market operation does not work against  

the public interest.   Impacts of a policy of restraint are measured against: 

  

• Length of time that would be customers wait at ranks, 

• Waiting times for street hailing and for telephone bookings, 

• Latent demand, and 

• Peaked Demand 

  

  

The Scottish BPG also suggests need for consultation, publication and a  

specific approach to the financing of surveys that would not, in itself, affect the  

result or contribute to bias. Both DfT and Scottish BPG recommend the  

undertaking of taxi surveys on a regular basis, to include observed and latent  

demand measurement, and this repeated on a regular basis to ensure  

continuing validity of conclusion.  Elements of the Civic Government (Scotland)  

Act 1982 are amended by the Criminal Justice and Licensing (Scotland) Act  

2010, entered force in 2011, which impact on the licensing of taxis (section 174),  

but are not specific to the measurement of SUD.  Recommendation on validity  

and review of demand within the wider market for taxi supply is set out in  

subsequent analysis. 

  

Following from the current legislative framework and guidance we have defined  

our initial measurement objectives as: 

  

• The measurement for Significant Unmet Demand (SUD) for Taxi services, based 

on existing (standard) measurement approaches 

• The identification of latent demand for taxi use 

• The identification of any seasonal issues impacting on the demand for taxi service 

• To provide recommendations specific to the Perth and Blairgowrie Taxi fleets 
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The measurement of an ISUD index has been developed from a structure  

applied in similar studies in other locations, of which a large number of similar  

examples are available. The approach is based on observations of current use  

of taxis, and on public survey and provides an index value, effectively a  

comparison of taxi performance between locations. Index values below ISUD =  

80 are indicative of no significant unmet demand, whilst those above this  

threshold suggest unmet demand may be present. Primary observation relates  

to surveys undertaken in Perth and Blairgowrie in February and March 2012  

comprising: 

  

• Video based observation surveys at primary stances, 

• Pedestrian Surveys using clipboard techniques 

• Surveys of the taxi trade including questionnaire surveys to Licence holders and 

focus groups, 

• Consultation with wider stakeholders including commercial and retail owners,  

• Hotel and leisure trade, disability and passenger user groups. 

  

  

Video observation was made at three central stance locations in Murray Street,  

South Street and Perth Railway Station. An additional observation was made at  

the Blairgowrie taxi stance, detailed in our technical report on taxi demand at  

Blairgowrie.  A further stance, at Perth Bus Station (Pomarium Street) overlaps  

significantly with the stance at Perth railway station, and appears to be little  

used. The intersection and market share between the Pomarium Street and  

railway station stance is reviewed separately below. 

  

Pedestrian surveys were undertaken using a questionnaire addressing  

experience of using taxis, current and last taxi journey in Perth and Blairgowrie, 
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passenger origins and destinations by journey type. The survey provides an  

input to SUD calculations and have also been used to inform the GIS model.  

Surveys were undertaken on street and in taxis, providing a direct feedback on  

the level and availability of services. 

  

 

Quantitative Analysis 

 

 

The index of Significant Unmet Demand is based on the observation of delays in  

accessing taxi services, and is based on the formula: 

   

ISUD = APD x PF x GID x SSP x LDF 

  

Where: 

APD = Average passenger delay, 

PF = Peaking Factor 

GID = General Incidence of Delay 

SSP = Steady State Performance 

LDF = Latent Demand Factor 

 

  

The calculation of an ISUD value allows for a comparison between locations,  

and conclusions based on this analysis of the extent of unmet demand in the  

study location. The individual elements are derived from observation and include  

delays observed (Average Passenger Delay); a peaking factor, addressing  

differences in demand across peak and off peak periods; the incidence of delay  

(GID), normal or standard performance; and a Latent Demand Factor,  

accounting for hidden demand for taxi services. 
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Passenger delay, resulting in the definition of an Average Passenger Delay  

(APD) reflects the time taken between seeking a taxi and its engagement. At a  

taxi stance this is taken to mean the time between joining the back of a queue,  

and departing in a taxi. Pre-booked taxis can be measured in terms of the time  

between making a booking by phone, or other means, and the arrival of a taxi.  

The third engagement type, hailing, is less clear as the measurement of a hailed  

journey will often reflect an individual walking toward a taxi rank, reducing the  

ability to determine the starting point of a hail.  

  

Service performance levels for hailed and pre-booked trips is identified using a  

mix of  survey originated data, stated delay as identified in the pedestrian  

surveys, and our own use of mystery shoppers. A mystery shopper survey  

allows for the identification and validation of time taken in any particular  

engagement method, and is provided to validate survey originated information. A  

further review of experiences in disabled engagement of taxis has also been  

undertaken. 

   

A peak factor is entered as a binary condition, whether peaking occurs or not,  

with a value according to the presence of peaking. Incidence of delay, the extent  

to which passengers queue against equilibrium or driver queues together with a  

standard state performance, the normal levels of delay, provide a calculation  

against the level of delay at rank that is normally observed. Delays below one  

minute are generally felt to indicate no delay as vehicle access, boarding and  

departure themselves create a short waiting time. The effect of Peak delay at  

specific times of day and seasonal demand is also considered. 

  

A latent demand factor, which we have derived from public surveys, accounts for  

the extent to which trips are avoided. The LDF is applied to increase the extent  

of demand measured across the fleet in line with the extent of suppressed  

demand, including trips currently avoided. in this way the ISUD measurement  

takes account of the full extent to which a taxi fleet may be used.  
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Taxi stance observations were made during February 2012, and include 24 hour  

observations at each stance for weekdays and 24 hour observations covering  

weekends. A summary of observation locations and camera placements is  

included in the appendices of this report. Street surveys were completed in the  

same period and include pedestrian surveys and  building audits. Stakeholder  

surveys were undertaken in the period to April 2012, including structured  

interview and focus groups. A detailed description of the surveys undertaken is  

set out in section 3. 

  

Typical mean delays during daytime taxi use are less than a minute, though  

peaks exist in this, with maximum delay peaks significantly higher. Night time  

delays can be significantly longer. A review of the performance of individual  

ranks is set out in section 4, below. 
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On the basis of our analysis, it is our view that current demand for taxis in Perth  

and Blairgowrie is well catered for from the existing fleet. ISUD values for Perth  

are calculates at ISUD = 10.8 and, as such, fall well below the commonly  

applied threshold value of 80. A lower value is measured for Blairgowrie and set  

out in detail in our separate technical report. 

 

Daytime supply of taxis appears to serve ranks well, and we have seen limited  

evidence of delay to pre-booked or hailed journeys. Night time supply  

demonstrates peaks in demand coinciding with pub and club closing times,  

particularly at weekend nights. The highest levels of unmet demand occur in the  

city centre at weekend nights, with peaks in observed at Murray Street, with  

some instances of delay resulting. 
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Having established an initial ISUD value suggesting that current restrictions did  

not, on balance, have a negative impact on the use of taxis, the team further  

sought to identify specific stance and user issues. The consideration of wider  

user issues is felt to be consistent with the BPG requirements to facilitate  

consultation in review, and provides a further consideration of accessibility in the  

taxi fleet. A range of surveys and focus groups were undertaken, described  

below. 
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Taxi stance observations were undertaken in February 2012 and include 144  

hours observed in Perth, and an additional 48 hour survey undertaken in  

Blairgowrie. Observation surveys were made using covert video capture and  

include weekday use and weekend use of taxis stances. Camera observations  

were used to determine: 

  

• Passenger Queues, passengers awaiting taxis, 

• Passenger Delay (dwell time), 

• Any unusual passenger behaviour, 

• Vehicle Queues, taxis awaiting passengers 

• Taxi Delay (dwell time), 

• Any unusual taxi behaviour, and  

• Load characteristics, numbers of passengers per taxi, observed disability etc. 

  

 

Passenger queues (passengers waiting to board a taxi) included observation of   

queue length and individual waiting times from first joining the queue, to  

departing from the taxi stand. Queue length and waiting time delays were noted  

on a five minute frequency across each observation period using a moving  

target method. A moving target (moving observer) is the identification of an  

individual and their passage through the queue for a taxi. The use of video  

observation has allowed a high level of accuracy of moving target observations  

including the ability to confirm, retrace and validate measurements. Passenger  

queue length is also considered to benefit in accuracy from video capture as  

post event analysis of video recordings allows for the identification of non-  

traveling individuals, typically those waiting with friends, seeing friends or family  

into a taxi, or providing assistance as far as the taxi door. 
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Taxi queues, taxis waiting at a taxi stance for passengers, is also identified using  

covert camera observations. Day time supply of taxis at stance will often exceed  

the direct demand for taxi use from ranks, with queues of waiting taxis being 

counted and dwell time measured. The balance between passenger demand  

and taxi supply is identified as equilibrium (and variation from equilibrium), and  

input to the calculation of Steady State Performance and the General Incidence  

of Delay. Table 1 sets out the location of observations used in Perth and  

Blairgowrie. 

  

Table 1: Perth Observation, camera locations 

  

 

  

Observations at stance form the basis from which passenger delay is identified,  

illustrated in table 2, below. The total mean delay is identified against all time  

periods to provide an input to the ISUD model. The most significant delay is  

identified at Mill Street at weekend night times, the most common peak for taxi  

demand. 
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Table 2: Summary of observation results for Perth 

  

 

 

The most common observation was of extended waiting times for taxis, with a  

limited peaking for passengers waiting at night. The most common location for  

waiting passengers was Murray Street, reflecting the popularity of the location  

for travel home from entertainment. 
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In common with other similar studies we have identified the relationship between  

supply of services and their demand. This is a key element in identifying  

whether unmet demand may be considered as significant. Three potential  

categories exist, excess demand, excess supply and equilibrium. An optimal  

level of supply exists at equilibrium, the point at which supply is sufficient to  

satisfy demand, but not excessive. Excess supply creates a negative impact on  

the taxi trade as drivers wait extended periods for work, with significant excess  

impacting on the ability of the driver or operator to maintain or upkeep their  

business. The balance will fluctuate between times of day and days of the week,  

but should be considered against a minimum standard of service including  

vehicle quality. An argument is made in some reports that derestriction will  

influence the balance of supply and demand in favour of waiting passengers, but  

this need be considered against the more negative medium and longer term  

impacts of extremes in excess supply. 
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Chart 1:  Balance of Supply and Demand, Perth, all time periods. 

  

 

  

In the majority of unmet demand studies a focus is placed on excess demand.  

This is a necessary condition in addressing the requirements of the Civic  

Government (Scotland) Act 1982 (CGSA). Excess demand, beyond a standard  

deviation, represents a failure of the taxi industry to supply sufficient services to  

meet demand and may be indicative of Significant Unmet Demand.  

  

From our analysis, it is apparent that excess demand for taxi services exists in a  

very small minority of cases (3% of all demand), with a more significant instance  

of excess supply (80% of all cases). Equilibrium occurs in 17% of all cases. The  

presence of a high level of excess supply presents a different series of issues  

than its  alternative (excess demand). Not least the presence of a high level of  

excess supply places significant pressures on the trade in maintaining vehicle  

and service standards. The impact of a significant excess supply may also result  

in a reduced willingness to invest in fleet improvements or in specialised  

vehicles including Wheelchair Accessible Taxis (WATs). The issue of taxi  

accessibility is highlighted in the consultation stages, and these are discussed  

below. 
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In line with current Best Practice Guidance, and in common with other similar  

studies, we have undertaken a number of wider surveys and consultation. Public  

surveys and stakeholder consultation fits within the wider framework of analysis  

by providing: 

  

• An indication of the extent of latent demand for services, 

• A review of state of the industry, including its accessibility and usability, and  

• A review of infrastructure 

  

Surveys were undertaken using public questionnaires in Spring 2012. A copy of  

the survey is included in the appendices. The survey was completed by 162  

respondents, with a slight bias to female respondents (59%), see Chart 2. This  

is not considered a significant bias. 

  

  

Chart 2 Survey Respondents by gender 

  

   

The survey considered both overall views of taxi services across the city and the  
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individual experiences of respondents in their last trip. This was included to  

remove any bias specific to the time of survey collection, allowing as many  

journeys to be considered as possible. Question 1 includes a space for reported  

personal needs, such as sight, speech and other impairments that may  

otherwise be overlooked. Selection of a wheelchair access need was also  

included, although no wheelchair users responded to the on street survey.  

Separate focus group discussions were undertaken with representatives of  

disabled groups, and separately with commercial and businesses in the city to  

ensure a full cross section of views were considered.  

   

Frequency of engagement was included, see chart 3, with a cross section of use  

between daily and infrequently. The most common form of engagement reported  

was through pre-booking dispatch (81%), with a significant minority of taxi users 

using stances (18%). Of the respondents, a far smaller number of journeys were  

engaged by street hail. 

   

 

Chart 3:    Reported engagement method - Response % 

  

 

  

As with the majority of similarly sized locations, it is noted that a majority of  

engagement is made via pre-booking. This reflects both the numbers of stances  
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within the city, and the likely origins for trips, and is consistent with other  

locations of a similar size. In Perth a significant number of taxi trips originate  

from a residential locations as well as from city centre locations traveling home,  

increasing the likelihood for pre-booking; coupled with a well organised fleet with  

mature booking facilities. 
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The survey also sought to identify the views and perceptions of taxi supply and  

use across the city. Factors affecting the levels of use were reviewed across six  

measures, with respondents asked to value each. Values were requested  

across a range from very likely, a factor that would increase taxi use  

significantly; to not likely, a factor that does not influence taxi use. Charts 4 to 8  

illustrate responses, with analysis detailed below. 

  

 

Impact of a higher number of taxis on use 

 

In this question we sought to identify the impact of greater numbers of taxis in  

the fleet on the use of taxis in the city. Chart 4 illustrates a median response of  

neutral, with a further peak of not likely. In our interpretation, the actual numbers  

of taxis within the fleet is not seen as a critical influence on the use of taxis in  

the city. Greater numbers of taxis sitting on a rank or being available to pre-  

booking would not increase the numbers of journeys being made. 
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Chart 4: Impact of greater taxi supply on use - Response % 

  

 

In the first question of this series we asked if a greater number of taxis available  

would increase the extent of taxi use. A majority of respondents felt that  

increased fleet size would not impact on their use of taxi services. The response  

suggests that the current levels of taxi licenses were perceived appropriate to  

the demand for taxi use, with any greater supply having a neutral or no effect on  

taxi demand. 

  

 

Impact of accessible taxis 

  

The second question relates to the impact of accessible taxis on taxi use, see  

chart 5. A majority of respondents to the pedestrian survey were neutral to the  

impact of accessible taxis. This does not indicate, however, the full significance  

of accessible vehicles on populations for whom their supply is critical. The  

impacts of Wheelchair Accessible Taxis (WATs), and other forms of accessibility  

enhancement are discussed in subsequent sections. 
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Chart 5:  Impact of an increased number of accessible taxis on taxi use -  % Responses 
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The public survey sought to identify the extent of waiting times experienced by  

passengers on the occasion of their last use of a taxi in the city. Waiting times  

were categorised as immediately available; requiring a wait of up to 2 minutes; 2  

- 10 minutes; between 10 and 30 minutes; and longer than 30 minutes, see  

chart 6. 
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Chart 6:  Reported waiting times 

  

 

  

 

The Perth fleet performed well with 74% of all rank engagement being reported  

as satisfied in 2 minutes or less, and no reported delay in excess of ten minutes.  

It is unlikely that any increase in the numbers of taxis serving the taxi market  

would result in a significant drop in waiting times. 

   

The survey also sought to identify differences in the ease of engagement  

between daytime and nighttime uses, see chart 7. Respondents were asked to  

score the ease of engaging a taxi at a stance during the day and at night. 87%  

of all respondents considered daytime engagement as easy or very easy,  

compared to 67% at night; with a 2.9% considering it difficult to engage a taxi  

during the day, compared to 4.7% at night. No respondent considered it very  

difficult to engage a taxi at a stance in either time period. 
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Chart 7:  Relative ease of engaging a taxi at stance 
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The survey asked whether Perth taxis represented reasonable value for money,  

chart 8, with a common view that taxis were reasonable to good value. A small  

number of respondents indicated poor or very poor value for money. 

  

  

Chart 8:  Perceived value for Money, Perth taxis 
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The study included stakeholder consultation with a wide range of interested  

parties, including disabled groups and the taxi trade, commercial and retail  

premises were also included. The study team undertook a series of structured  

interviews and an on-line survey, the latter intended to provide an opportunity for  

stakeholders unable to participate in structured discussion. Issues raised in the  

questionnaire were then incorporated in to the analysis as additional elements of  

review and as appropriate to focused discussions in focus group and individual  

interview. 

  

A broad range of responses indicated that the use of taxis fulfill a significant  

range of roles in the community. Taxis were recognised as serving both daytime  

and nighttime demand, while some comments indicated a need to consider  

accessibility in vehicles. A particular focus on wheelchair accessible taxis  

highlighted differences between taxi types in Perth, and this is described in  

more detail in subsequent sections. 

 

The majority of responses suggested that the supply of stances within the city  

centre was appropriate with current stances close to demand. Some  

respondents suggested a lack of visibility for incoming visitors arriving by bus at  

the Leonard Street station, although the stance in Pomarium Street is signed  

with an indicator of destinations and fares, see  figure 1, below. 

  

The stance at the railway station is situated on private land and thus not under  

the direct control of the council, but was largely considered appropriate to need.  

Some diversion from the bus station to the railway station rank was identified,  

with other respondents suggesting arriving bus passengers were likely to use a  

private hire office located on Leonard Street immediately beyond the Pomarium  

Street stance. 
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 Figure 1: Pomarium Street stance serving Leonard Street bus station 

  

         Inset: approximate fares table at stance 

 

 

There were few times of day where taxi availability was considered an issue in  

general use, but some comments were made in respect of accessible taxi  

availability during "school run" hours, discussed in the next section. 
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A particular focus was placed on the use of taxis by individuals with disabilities.  

An initial contact was made with the Perth and Kinross Access Group (PKAG),  

with a survey distributed by the group to its members and published on the  

PKAG website. Members of the study team also attended a training session  

facilitated by the group for taxi drivers. 
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Nature of Demand 

  

It was recognised by all that the demand for taxis crossed a wide number of  

users with a variety of needs. The most commonly assumed issue relates to the  

carriage of wheelchairs in taxis, though this is one of a wider range of disabilities  

felt to impact on taxi use. This said the need for wheelchair accessible taxis is a  

significant problem in the use of the fleet and this is reflected in wider discussion  

at Scottish and UK levels. 

  

Disabled passengers often prefer to engage taxis through pre-booking as this  

provides a level of certainty in appropriate provision. WATs were generally felt to  

be available through pre-booking and this view was reflected in the responses of  

the trade itself. Some concerns as to availability at specific times of day were  

voiced, most respondents acknowledging a limited delay at peak times, but it  

was underlined that service levels across all communities should reflect equal  

access rather than be more biased to one community than others.  

  

The differing forms of vehicle type and nature of engagement is a common  

theme and widely reflected in comparable locations. A problem may exist,  

however, in the assumption that pre-booking is a satisfactory replacement for  

other forms of engagement for all wheelchair journeys. Difficulties were  

expressed in the comparability of service responses for WAT requests  

compared to other forms of booking, and a direct parallel can be drawn against  

the effective service level to a non-disabled person walking to a stance  

compared to the same journey requiring booking and response with a WAT.  

   

A number of other studies express a concern that equality is not achieved where   

time and service levels differ, and this is underlined in the Equality Act clause  

specific to issuing WAT licences. Individual stories of difficulty in engaging at  

rank were described, with comments on stance performance included in the  

review of individual stances, below. 
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A physical review of the accessibility of some taxi types was undertaken with the  

assistance of PKAG, with a discussion of the limitations in place in the "Blue  

Book", the Perth and Kinross licensing condition guidebook made available to  

the trade. Particular concern was expressed about the suitability and current  

licensing of post production converted WATs. The lack of common standards in  

defining WATs is a common issue across a number of authority areas, and it is  

recommended that the council consider the nature and use of WATs in the Perth  

fleet as an outcome of this study. 

  

 

Nature of driver training 

 

In addition to the appropriateness of vehicles for accessible use, a common  

view emerged that a role was played by the driver being aware if and equipped  

to deal with issues arising from the carriage of individuals with specialist needs.  

Training provided by the PKAG appeared effective and was well received by the  

members of the trade attending, but this forms a minority of the total pool of  

drivers, who attend voluntarily. 

  

Disability awareness is a significant issue in providing equal access to service,  

and should go beyond the basic concepts of customer service, as it directly  

affects the ability of all to travel. 
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The study team sought the views of the taxi trade in three separate exercises. A  

taxi trade survey was distributed widely throughout Licence holders, with the  

assistance of companies in both passing out and returning completed survey  

forms. Individual meetings were held with a number of companies and a focus  

group meeting held with the Taxi Grouping in the offices of McLeods glaziers. 
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The taxi trade survey allowed for a review of the taxi fleet as well as factors  

affecting drivers choices. Specific consideration was also given to the issues  

raised in public and stakeholder surveys. Key issue raised are summarised as: 

  

• Personal safety of drivers, including concerns of aggressive passengers and 

passengers without money 

• The difficulty faced by the trade as existing stances are filled to capacity leaving no 

space for additional vehicles, 

• Lack of enforcement to ensure "Green Plates" not using stances illegally, 

• Lack of enforcement to ensure "Blue Plates" not picking up on street 

• Concern that the South Street stance requires offside loading 

• A view that sufficient taxis existed within the current fleet to serve wheelchair 

journeys 

  

 

Working hours, stated within the survey, do not suggest an unwillingness to  

provide services at any particular time, and appear to suggest an even split  

between daytime and night time working, but would rather suggest that  

extended waiting times at night are more likely to result from peaks in demand  

than troughs in supply. Indeed the numbers of drivers working daytime shifts  

only appears well balanced against those working night shifts only. 

  

A further question within the survey sought to identify factors affecting choice of  

shifts, see chart 9. Some divergence of opinion was visible in respect of shift  

choice and personal safety, highlighting that other issues were more equally  

significant. 
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Chart 9:  Factors affecting choice of shifts 
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An additional element to the work is the inclusion of a GIS model, a mapping  

based tool allowing for the identification of demand for taxi services as well as  

current stance supply. A proprietary GIS system, Quantum GIS, has been used  

to map the physical locations of taxi stances in Perth city centre. Current  

Ordnance Survey mapping was sourced across the city with an additional taxi  

stance layer applied. Raster based point information was then overlaid to  

provide physical description including: 

  

• Number of stance bays, 

• Nominal location of head of stance,  

• Movement patterns common to the stance location, including access and egress 

patterns, and 

• Observed issues in the use of the stance 

 

  

Map 1, below, illustrates permanent marked ranking locations in Perth. Two  

types of stance are noted, those located on public highway, such as the stance  

in Murray Street falling fully under the control of Perth and Kinross council; and  

the privately controlled stance at Perth railway station. Private ranks can differ in  

control mechanisms, with design, upkeep and use being under the control of the  

private land owner. Despite this potential difference, the stance located at Perth  

railway station is in common use by both railway passengers and pedestrians  

not using trains.  

  

The taxi stance in Murray Street is well used at all times of day, whilst the stance  

in South Street appears used predominantly as a daytime location. The bus  

station stance, located in Pomarium Street, appears less well used, which may  

result from its proximity to the busier location at Perth Railway station.  
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Map 1 Location of taxi stances, City of Perth 
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In addition to identifying the location of stances, and their individual physical  

attributes, we have further identified the location of potential demand generators  

in the city centre. Demand is identified in central locations as originating from  

commercial, retail and entertainment premises in proximity to taxi stances.  

Premises falling outwith a defined "comfortable" walking distance are less likely  

to result in taxi trips at a taxi stance, and those beyond a "maximum" walking  

distance produce none. The latter, outwith maximum walking distances, are  
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more likely to result in pre-booking dispatch calls, a normal form of engagement  

in suburban residential locations. 

   

Demand for taxi journeys will vary across differing times of day, and will reflect  

both the use of immediately adjacent premises, and the perceptions in the public  

view of the stance itself. It is common for night time demand to be focused on a  

limited number of taxi engagement points, and this is reflected in Perth by the  

concentration of demand for night time taxi engagement at the Murray Street  

stance.  

 

Residential demand differs from city centre origins, as it tends to be more  

dominated by pre-booking dispatched journeys than use of taxi stances, though  

this may differ where active stances are located close by. We also note a  

correlation between central locations and cruising taxis, the cruising market  

most often supplied by taxis operating between ranks or returning to preferred  

ranking places. We have observed patterns of vehicle movement in Perth  

suggesting a habitual "gravitation" to a known area for pick up. Similar patterns  

are observable across cities and we would suggest a preference amongst  

drivers for locations felt to be lucrative, good locations for taxi engagement; and  

those felt risky or to have a low likelihood of waiting customers. Thus the taxi  

stance at Murray Street is well served at all times of day, whilst the rank at  

South Street is served better during daytime hours than at night. 

  

Demand for accessible taxis also differs in respect of engagement type, with a  

larger number of wheelchair accessible trips resulting from pre-booking than  

stance or hail engagement. The choice between stance and pre-booked  

engagement of WATs reflects the (perceived) likelihood of appropriate levels of  

service, and a need to ensure that service provision is appropriate to need. As a  

part of our stakeholder engagement we sought to identify the stages in WAT  

engagement and use, and this is set out in more detail below. 
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The next step in defining use and potential for stance development is the  

identification of trip origins. Taxi trips are made as a result of need for transport  

(trip generation) and its distribution including modal choice. These elements  

form part of a traditional traffic planning model which also include an assignment  

element based on the allocation of trips to the route and mode offering the best  

value to the traveller. Stated trip origins are identified in the public survey. Using  

the last taxi trip in Perth as a base point, respondents were asked to identify  

their trip origin, using last activity where a trip included a variety of activities (and  

thus a number of differing trip origins). This is illustrated in the case of a  

shopping trip in which the last activity prior to departure was stopping at a cafe.  

In this instance the trip origin would be assumed to be the coffee shop as this  

was the last point prior to taking a taxi. 

   

The second layer within the GIS shows the physical location of active shops,  

restaurants and other typical generators. A full physical audit of central Perth  

commercial premises has been completed and is entered on the GIS mapping  

base, illustrated in map, which shows the location of trip generators proximate to  

the South Street stance. 
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Map 2, GIS mapping with stance location and premises audit, South Street 

  

 

Map 2 illustrates an overlay of commercial premises entries to taxi stance  

location, in this instance South Street. Premises are defined by type, examples  

of which include nightclub, pub, local shop, supermarket etc., and by building  

size. A standard building size estimation is included and categorised as small,  

medium and large. Each building representing a potential for taxi trip production  

(trip origins). 

  

Trip demand generators, premises from which taxi trips might originate are  

allocated a production value on the basis of observed movement and stated  

origin, derived from pedestrian survey. This process allows specific premises to  

be allocated a trip production factor, being an estimate of typical taxi demand by  

premises type and size. A further element, being the distance to rank is  

allocated with an optimal distance based on pedestrian surveys. We have sought  

two distance variables, a proximate distance, being the distance up to which  

a rank might be considered as close by, and a maximum walking distance,  

being the stated maximum beyond which a rank would not be used.  

Walking distance values are based on ambulant use in good weather,  

as weather conditions affect the desire to walk, lower distances are  
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appropriate in inclement conditions. A separate calculation is applied to  

wheelchair use, and discussed in the section specific to taxi accessibility,  

below. 

  

Walking distance to proximate stances is entered as a GIS layer, see map 3,  

and demonstrates the effective attraction of ranks across the city. Gaps are  

noticeable, and these form the basis of subsequent analysis. It should be noted  

that gaps do not confirm absence of taxi services, but rather that ranking  

facilities are not optimal in those locations. 

  

Map 3 illustrates the proximate distance surrounding taxi stances in the centre  

of Perth, in this instance the Murray Street stance. Trips originating within the  

shaded areas would be likely, all other factors remaining the same, to use the  

stances within whose zones they fall. This assumes an equal and unbiased  

choice of rank with rank supply being appropriate and available. 

 

 

Map 3 Proximate walking distance, Murray Street stance 

  

  

   

Rank choice may also be affected by perceptions of service reliability, the  

concept of a reliable rank, topographical and social characteristics of an area.  
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The identification of premises trip production allows for more detailed analysis of  

stance impacts. This includes a review of the effect of any changes to stance on: 

  

• Taxi Supply serving the stance under review, 

• Taxi Supply serving nearby stance 

• Passenger demand in proximate area of stance under review 

• Passenger demand at nearby stances. 

  

A further physical review is also included at individual locations to allow for  

detailed analysis for each stance. This providing for a review of both gaps in  

stance supply, oversupply, and physical factors affecting rank use. 
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An initial test facilitated by the GIS model relates to the extent of taxi rank  

coverage within the city centre. The primary rank market contributes directly to  

the calculation of ISUD, and the extent to which the city is well served, or  

underserved, will impact on these results. Map 4 illustrates the extent to which the 

city is served by ranks. The shaded areas represent proximate distances of all  

daytime ranks. 

 

Map 4 Perth central and station rank proximate zones 
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Both Murray Street and South Street appear to serve their respective hinterland  

well, and are particularly suited to the south and west of High Street. Gaps do  

exist, however, and are visible in map 4 along and to the North of High Street,  

partially resulting from pedestrian access and priority in the town centre.  

Intending passengers from areas including the eastern end of High Street and  

George Street having a longer walk than the stated "comfortable distance" of  

200 metres. 

  

At the other end of the spectrum, the rank located at Pomarium Street, which  

serves the Leonard Street Bus Station appears poorly used. Arriving bus  

passengers having alternatives at the Railway Station, and a private hire depot  

on Leonard Street 50 metres to the north of the Bus Station. Low levels of  

supply are often a market response to low levels of demand, and this has the  

self-fulfilling effect of further reducing use of the location. Unused ranks are not  

neutral in impact, however, with an unused rank affecting expectation and  

tolerance of taxi services. This is particularly noticeable for visitors arriving by  

coach who might, reasonably, attach assumed service levels to taxi ranks that  

would be disappointed where services were not provided. 
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Allied to the development of a GIS framework, the team undertook audits of  

individual stances. Stance audits contribute to a full understanding of the use of  

the location, and allow for the identification of local measures that might  

positively impact on traffic flow and passenger experience.  
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We have applied a common audit framework at each rank location, considering: 

 

• Rank design 

• Rank use by vehicles 

• Rank use by pedestrians 

• Physical accessibility 

• Streetscape, Street furniture, lighting, shelter 

• Traffic issues at rank 

  

 

A further indicator is included of the general overall performance of the rank,  

measured in relation to the efficiencies of passenger boarding and overall use.  

This is further discussed at a rank level where performance appears  

constrained. 
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Rank Characteristics: 

 

• Centrally located 24hr stance,  

• Operational Hours: 24hrs, 7 days 

• Markings: Street markings, entry and bay signs 

• Marshals: No 

• Location specific factors: island loading shared with central bus stances 

• Street Furniture: Taxi / bus shelters. 

• Overall performance: Good, rapid entry to stance from Kinnoul Street 

  

 

Figure 2:  Perth Murray Street stance 
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The stance at Murray Street is observed as the busiest stance in the city.  

Demand is constant throughout the day and night.  

  

Rank design 

 The rank follows the length of Murray Street, in parallel to bus bays on Mill  

Street. The stance is located on the southern pavement of a narrow one way  

road, map 5. Commercial activity occurs on the northern pavement, with access  

to cinema and pubs, and along intersecting roads at both ends of Murray Street.   

   

Map 5: Murray Street stance, showing generators and proximity zones 

  

  

The stance appears to attract passengers from a variety of directions, reflecting  

the central nature of its position, particularly to night time trip generators. 

 

The stance appears to be of appropriate width and sufficient length to  

accommodate seven (7 no.) taxis, with the majority of bays occupied during the  

day. The kerb will defined using differentiated paving surface (Fishbone  

Brickwork) with normal edging. This is in line with current examples of good  

practice.  
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Some issues in street marking weathering is visible, as painted markings and  

hatchings at the head of the stance appear faded, but remain mainly visible.  

Taxis appear to operate well from the location, and sufficient space exists for  

ranking taxis to depart at any position along the length of the stance. 

 

 

Stance use by pedestrians 

 

No issues were observed in the normal use of the rank, although some  

instances of lively behaviour were observed at night this appeared light hearted  

in nature.  

 

 

Streetscape, furniture and stance design 

 

The presence of shelters alongside the rank is generally considered to be a  

good thing, offering basic protection from the elements in the waiting periods for  

bus or taxi. The closed nature of the shelter has some impacts on pedestrian  

movement and restricts standing opportunity at the head of the rank and  

encourages movement along the rank in the direction of incoming taxis. We  

classify this as queue creep, and has the effect of reducing the effective capacity  

of the stance. 
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Rank Characteristics: 

  

• Centrally located 24hr stance, main use daytime 

• Operational Hours: 24hrs, 7 days 

• Markings: Street markings, entry and bay signs 

• Marshals: No 

• Location specific factors: Offside loading 

• Street Furniture: Taxi / bus shelters. 

• Overall performance: Good, requires offside loading 

 

 

 

Figure 3:   South Street stance 
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The stance at South Street is busy during daytime hours and caters for a  

predominantly day time shopping audience. The rank is located on the southern  

pavement of South Street directly outside the Tesco store, a major demand  

generator for the stance. Further commercial activity occurs along the length of  

South Street and its intersections. 

  

 

Map 6: South Street stance, showing generators and proximity zones 

  

 

The stance appears to be of appropriate width but is located on the offside of  

South Street, presenting an issue to some boarding and a potential conflict with  

passing vehicles. The council has sought to accommodate this with specific  

street markings highlighting potential boarding on and nearside door opening,  

see figure 4. A further issue is presented by overflowing taxis using disabled  

space at the rear of the stance, see figure 5. 
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 Figure 4: Perth South St stance, illustrating road markings at vehicle  

nearside 

  

 

  

 

Figure 5:  Disabled bays located at rear of South Street stance 
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Stance use by pedestrians 

  

Issues in the use of the stance appeared to be limited to occasional loading  

difficulty for nearside entry. Though the offside loading may not present  

significant issues to able bodied, the same is not the case for users of  

wheelchairs with the majority of accessible taxis require nearside loading. 

  

 

  

Streetscape, furniture and stance design 

  

The stance is well located for the main shopping area but is located on a busy  

kerbside alongside supermarket and high street retailers. Demand for space at  

this point is at a premium with kerb width being limited. As a result some conflict  

exists between intending passengers and bypassing pedestrians. There is no  

additional street furniture at the stance. 
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Rank Characteristics: 

  

• Railway forecourt 24hr stance 

• Operational Hours: 24hrs, 7 days 

• Markings: Railway  

• Marshals: No 

• Location specific factors: pattern of queuing taxis using car park roadway 

• Street Furniture: Waiting facilities appropriate to railway station 

  

  

Figure 6:   Railway Station stance 

  

  

The stance at Perth railway station is located within railway property and falls  

outwith direct control of the council. Stances located on private land can be  

subject to differing controls, signage and additional permits dependent on focus  
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and policies of the land owner. Railway stations and airports typically apply  

additional licensing, and this is the case in Perth. That said, members of the  

public do not discriminate between private or public ranks, and the stance  

located at Perth railway station serves a hinterland beyond the station itself, see  

map 7. 

  

Map 7: Railway station stance, showing generators and proximity zones 

  

 

  

The stance appears to be well used and appropriate to the needs of the railway  

station and its immediate hinterland. The stance is well served by permitted  

taxis and serves a range of secondary markets including hotels immediately  

adjacent to the station and some demand from the Leonard Street bus station.  

Map 8 shows the intersection of the railway station and the Pomarium Street  

stances, discussed in detail below. 
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 Map 8: Intersecting demand areas Pomarium Street and Railway stances 

  

 

  

The extent of overlap between the railway station stance and the stance located  

in Pomarium Street will impact on the choices made as to which stance is used,  

with a more significant use made of the railway station stance, described in the  

next section. 

 

 

Stance use by pedestrians 

  

The railway station stance appears well located for railway arriving passengers  

with no physical barriers to their use. Intending passengers from origins outside  

the station have to make their way through the station car park to access the  

head of the stance, but this appears to be appropriately marked with pavement  

and crossings marked within the station grounds. 

 

 

Streetscape, furniture and stance design 

  

The stance shares facilities with the railway station, with a well lit waiting area  

available. In effect the same facilities, newsagent and cafe provided for railway  

passengers is available to those using taxis. There are no significant noticeable  
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deficiencies in the stance design, though some comment on the patterns of taxi  

movements within the car park were made in the stakeholder analysis. 
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 Rank Characteristics: 

  

• Bus station 24hr stance 

• Operational Hours: 24hrs, 7 days 

• Markings: Street markings with additional board of taxi services and indicative  

fares  

• Marshals: No 

• Location specific factors: Rank signed from bus station 

  

 

Figure 7:  Pomarium Street stance 

  

 

  

The stance at Pomarium Street is appropriately marked and benefits from  

additional signage located within the Leonard Street Bus Station. This said, the  
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extent of use of the stance is limited, with an apparent preference for taxi  

engagement at the nearby railway station stance. 

  

Map 9 illustrates the proximate zone that might be expected of the stance, but  

should also be considered in relation to the intersection between stances shown  

in map 8.  

  

  

Map 9: Pomarium Street stance showing proximate zone 

  

 

  

Where two stances exist in close proximity passengers effectively choose on the  

basis of perceived walking distance and likelihood of service. In the instance  

Leonard Street, the Perth Bus Station and neighbouring hotels, it may be  

suggested that the railway station offers a higher level of service, greater  

certainty of service, that effectively reduces the demand for service at the  

Pomarium Street stance.  
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 In developing our work we have sought to review the market for taxi services in  

Perth. Taxi services operate in a variety of markets serving a full cross section of  

the public both directly through taxi engagement, and indirectly through  

contracted journeys. Taxis may be directly engaged at taxi stance, the ranking  

market, but may also be engaged by hailing and pre-booking. 

   

In Perth, as in other locations of a similar size, the majority of engagements are  

made via pre-booking with a significant minority using taxi stances for city centre  

originating journeys. A significantly smaller number of journeys are made using  

hailing. 

  

The primary issues raised in the Civic Government (Scotland) Act relate to the  

impacts of restriction on the operation of the taxi market, and this is the primary  

purpose of the ISUD measurement. In our assessment the demand for taxi  

services is not negatively affected by the presence of a license restriction, and  

this is reflected in the ISUD value of 10.8, falling significantly below the  

recognised threshold of ISUD = 80.  

 

Given the relatively complex nature of taxi markets and interaction between  

regulatory domains, we would not recommend that decisions around licensing  

are made on the basis of an ISUD assessment alone. In its BPG, and previous  

advice from the Department for Transport (Letter of the 16th June 2004), the  

Scottish Government set out a number of key issues that would be appropriate  

for analysis. These include: Waiting Times, Peaked Demand, Consultation, and  

Publication. Whilst the majority of these factors can, and have, been  

incorporated into current ISUD measurement, they also relate to a wider market  

analysis.  We have extended our review to include location specific, taxi stance  

and market factors. 
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Taxi stance locations appear to serve the majority of the city centre well, with a  

potential oversupply of stances in the vicinity of the bus and railway stations.  

Stance locations are adequately marked on street with appropriate signage. Two  

issue appear appropriate for consideration in respect of stance provision; the  

numbers of spaces available for waiting taxis, considered to be insufficient to the 

numbers of waiting taxis; and the issue of offside loading at the South Street  

stance. 

  

Supply of taxis is generally greater than the demand for their services, reflected  

by the significant extent of excess supply and very small level of excess demand  

(3% of all demand). It can be concluded that the market for taxi services in  

general is not negatively impacted by the presence of the licence restriction. The  

market for supply of WATs differs somewhat, and this is reflected in the views of  

disability groups. Demand for accessible vehicles at stance is limited, and this  

would not, in itself, indicate a negative impact arising from the policy of license  

restriction. We have measured the response times and taken account of  

demand for WATs by other engagement methods. This is included in the  

calculations of ISUD as a local demand factor and does not increase ISUD  

values to an extent that would indicate a negative impact arising from restriction.  

Indeed the reverse might be argued in that restriction within the market has  

provided a sufficient business base to support the purchase of (more expensive)  

WATs. This said, the numbers of WATs apparent within the fleet, and the use of  

post production conversions should be of concern beyond the measurement of  

ISUD alone. We would conclude that a need exists to review the definitions of  

vehicles that may be used as WATs in Perth, and set in place a policy that  

proactively encourages their provision. 

  

Following comments within the disabled community in respect of driver  

approach, we would also consider it appropriate to consider more widespread  

use of disability awareness training and highlighting this as best practice to  

companies providing such services. 
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The issue of insufficient waiting space at stances was raised by the trade and  

reflects the balance of excess supply with limited waiting locations. While the  

primary purpose of the stance must be the provision of services to the  

passenger; the issue of taxi "garaging" space is significant. We would suggest  

that the council consider the possibility of adding spaces, particularly at the  

South Street stance where taxi encroachment on disabled bays has been  

observed. Similar extension would not be possible at the railway station as this  

is a private stance. Possible extension of ranking to a permanent stance on  

South Street to the West of the Loft Nightclub may serve both the nighttime  

market from the club, and the daytime shopping market from the western end of  

South Street and the northern end of Leonard Street / Hospital Street.  
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On the basis of our analysis we would conclude that the overall market for taxi  

services operates well and result in low levels of unmet demand. In line with  

current best practice we do not recommend a change to the current licensing  

policy, nor a need to increase numbers of licenses in the city, nor in Blairgowrie. 

 

We have identified, however, a number of issues that we consider appropriate  

for recommendation, set out below. As the market for taxis is comprised of inter-  

related factors we have included recommendations specific to each. We strongly  

advise these be considered as a part of a “package” of measures that, in  

combination, enhance the supply of taxis in Perth. 

 

In respect of the supply of taxi stances we would recommend the council  

consider provision of additional permanent spaces on South Street to the west  

of The Loft nightclub. Stance design appears appropriate in most instances  

though we recommend the renewal of street markings where these are faded.  

The stance in South Street outside Tescos requires offside loading which we  

would conclude is not an optimal pattern of loading. We see few options to alter  

this in the current location, but recommend the renewal of traffic side markings.  

 

In respect to the provision of WATs and driver awareness of the specific needs  

of the disabled we would recommend consideration of two policy steps. The  

highlighting and indication of appropriate training available to drivers and fleet  

owners. This has the effect of making the current supply better suited to the  

disabled user and should be seen as a normal part of driver training. We would  

also underline the need for a sufficient number of WATs to be available. Whilst  

our measurement does not indicate the current supply is insufficient, it is also  

apparent that wheelchair users tailor journeys around pre-booking and known  

companies rather than having a wider and more equitable use of taxis. We  
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would recommend the council considers pro-active measures to encourage  

supply of WATs. This should, in our view, be accompanied by a review of the  

vehicle types considered to be accessible. 
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